Initial Findings from edTPA Implementation in North Carolina

Since 2010, select teacher preparation programs (TPPs) in the UNC system have used edTPA, a teacher candidate performance assessment developed by Stanford University, to help determine teacher candidates’ readiness to teach and to provide valid and reliable assessment data for program evaluation and continuous program improvement. In this policy brief we summarize the history of edTPA implementation in North Carolina, show how UNC system candidates are scoring on edTPA, examine whether edTPA scores measure the instrument’s three main teaching tasks, and assess whether edTPA scores predict the performance of first-year teachers. Key results indicate (1) benefits to the phased and gradual implementation of edTPA in North Carolina; (2) that a majority of teacher candidates have an acceptable level of knowledge and skills to begin teaching; and (3) that edTPA scores predict the value-added estimates and evaluation ratings of first-year teachers. These results have implications for continued edTPA implementation in North Carolina, setting edTPA cut scores for high stakes teacher licensure decisions, and using edTPA data for TPP accountability and improvement.

Introduction

In recent years policymakers and accreditation agencies have strengthened regulations holding teacher preparation programs (TPPs) accountable for the performance of their graduates and have encouraged TPPs to use evidence for continuous program improvement. For many teacher educators, one response to this data-driven context has been support for the creation and widespread adoption of teacher candidate performance assessments. Candidate performance assessments are portfolios completed by teacher candidates during their student teaching experience that consist of curriculum plans, video clips of instruction, student work samples, and candidates’ reflective commentaries. States and TPPs can use these portfolios to determine candidates’ readiness to teach—linking candidate scores to teacher licensure decisions. Perhaps more importantly, given the ability of performance assessments to identify program strengths and areas of concern, TPPs can use performance assessments as a basis for evidence-based improvement.

In North Carolina, the UNC system and its constituent institutions are leading the push to integrate candidate performance assessments into teacher preparation. Specifically, UNC system institutions have adopted edTPA, a candidate performance assessment developed by Stanford University and used by over 700 TPPs in 41 states. In this policy brief, we detail the history of edTPA implementation in North Carolina, show how UNC system teacher candidates are scoring on edTPA, and assess the validity of edTPA scores—do they measure the instrument’s key teaching constructs and predict graduates’ performance as beginning teachers. For TPPs and policymakers, both in North Carolina and nationwide, we hope this evidence benefits considerations of edTPA adoption, setting cut scores for teacher licensure decisions, and using edTPA scores for program improvement.
Background

The edTPA is comprised of three main teaching tasks—Planning, Instruction, and Assessment—with five scored rubrics within each task. Evaluators score each rubric from 1 to 5, with a 1 indicating a struggling candidate who is not ready to teach, a 2 indicating a candidate who needs more practice, a 3 indicating an acceptable level of performance to begin teaching, a 4 indicating a candidate with a solid foundation of knowledge and skills, and a 5 indicating a highly accomplished teacher candidate.

Teacher preparation programs can score these portfolios locally, with trained faculty and university supervisors, or submit the portfolios for national scoring by officially-calibrated evaluators. To cover teacher candidates across a range of licensure areas, there are 26 different edTPA content areas (e.g., elementary literacy, middle childhood science, secondary history/social studies, special education, world languages, etc.).

In this policy brief, all edTPA scores come from national scoring. To assess how UNC system teacher education candidates are scoring on edTPA, we use data from East Carolina University (ECU) for 2013-14 through 2015-16, UNC Charlotte (UNCC) and North Carolina State University (NCSU) for 2014-15 and 2015-16, and UNC Chapel Hill (UNCCH) for 2015-16. We use these same data to examine the construct validity of the national scores. To assess the predictive validity of edTPA scores, we use data from ECU’s 2013-14 graduating cohort and teacher performance data (EVAAS estimates and NCEES ratings) from the 2014-15 school year. With teacher performance data from 2015-16, we will soon be able to assess the predictive validity of edTPA scores for graduates of multiple institutions.

What progress have teacher preparation programs made in implementing edTPA?

Teacher preparation programs in North Carolina first engaged with edTPA, then the Teacher Performance Assessment Consortium (TPAC), in 2010. Initially, education deans at ECU, UNCCH and Winston-Salem State University led efforts to bring the performance assessment to their TPPs. Later, edTPA was expanded through a pilot supported by the UNC General Administration to include these original TPPs and NCSU, UNCC, UNC Asheville, and Western Carolina University. In 2015, following the UNC Board of Governors recommendations for improving teacher and school leader preparation, all TPPs in the UNC system were invited to engage in a system-wide edTPA implementation. The UNC system is now working with each member institution to (1) assess readiness for edTPA implementation or successes/challenges with implementation thus far and (2) develop plans for edTPA implementation and growth. Additionally, several private and independent TPPs in North Carolina are exploring edTPA as a program option.

Overall, edTPA implementation in North Carolina has progressed through action at the UNC system and individual TPP levels. As shown in Figure 1, actions at the UNC system level include financial supports for edTPA training and attendance at national and regional edTPA conferences. Actions at the TPP level include developing course-embedded assignments aligned with edTPA, training faculty and university supervisors to locally-score edTPA portfolios, submitting candidates’ portfolios for national scoring, establishing standards for candidates’ edTPA performance (for high-stakes decision-making at the TPP level), mapping edTPA rubrics and indicators to aspects of the TPP, providing cross-TPP implementation support, and leveraging edTPA data for evidence-based program improvement. Reflecting their diverse missions, cultures, and contexts, UNC system TPPs have engaged in these activities in different ways and in different combinations. For example, ECU has been a strong proponent of local-scoring, setting internal cut score requirements for awarding licensure, and using edTPA data for program improvement. Other programs, such as NCSU and UNCC, have relied on national edTPA scoring and have not fully instituted cut score requirements for candidate licensure. Importantly, the phased and gradual edTPA implementation in North Carolina has provided TPPs time and space to support each other and to develop a growing edTPA teacher educator community.

---

1 The edTPA Elementary Education handbook includes 18 rubrics; the edTPA World and Classical Language handbooks include 13 rubrics.
How are teacher candidates scoring on edTPA?

To assess how UNC system teacher education candidates are scoring on edTPA, we use all available national scores for ECU, NCSU, UNCC, and UNCCH graduates. Here, Figure 2 illustrates that, on average, UNC system candidates have an acceptable level of knowledge and skills to begin teaching. Specifically, the average edTPA total score is 44.35, while the average scores on the three edTPA tasks of Planning, Instruction, and Assessment are 15.25, 14.80, and 14.30, respectively. The right two bars in Figure 2 show that approximately 26 percent of candidates had a total score below a proposed edTPA cut-score of 42; nearly 18 percent of candidates had a total score below a proposed cut-score of 38. While this evidence is important as North Carolina considers an official cut-score (or cut-score range) for teacher licensure, it is possible that fewer candidates will score below these thresholds.

Evidence of teacher candidates’ readiness to enter teaching is better shown in Figure 3, which displays the percentage of teacher candidates scoring at each level of the 15 edTPA rubrics. The majority of teacher candidates score at a level three or higher on all 15 edTPA rubrics—level three represents the knowledge and skills of a candidate who is ready to teach. Individual rubric scores reflect TPP strengths in Planning for Content Understanding, the classroom Learning Environment, and Providing Feedback to Guide Further Learning. The lowest scoring rubric is Student Use of Feedback, where only 60 percent of teacher candidates scored at a level three or higher. Overall, these rubric scores mirror scores from TPPs across the United States, indicating that teacher candidates may require additional practice in the area of assessment, particularly with opportunities to guide Students’ Use of Feedback.

A standard-setting process led by three panels of educators and policy makers resulted in a recommended cut-score band ranging from a total score of 37-42. [http://edtpa.aacte.org/faq#51](http://edtpa.aacte.org/faq#51)
Does edTPA measure the instrument’s main teaching tasks?

For construct validity analyses we use all of the national scores currently available in North Carolina—from ECU for 2013-14 through 2015-16, from UNCC and NCSU for 2014-15 and 2015-16, and from UNCCH for 2015-16—to assess whether portfolio scoring identifies edTPA’s three main teaching tasks. Specifically, we use parallel analysis to determine the number of latent constructs in the data; our exploratory factor analysis approach allows the latent constructs to be correlated with each other since they measure components of an integrated teaching process. Results in Table 1 show that our analyses revealed a three factor structure for the nationally-scored edTPA portfolios. All five Planning rubrics load onto a single factor, four of five Instruction rubrics load onto a single factor, and all of the Assessment rubrics (plus one Instruction rubric) load onto a single factor. These results replicate the factor structure found in the edTPA field test report—there Analyzing Teacher Effectiveness also loaded with the Assessment task rather than the Instruction task.¹

¹Factor analysis of locally-scored edTPA portfolios also reveals a three factor structure with the Analyzing Teacher Effectiveness rubric loading with the Assessment task.
### Do edTPA scores predict beginning teacher performance?

For our predictive validity analyses, we focus on members of ECU’s 2013–14 graduating cohort who became first-year teachers in North Carolina public schools in the 2014–15 school year. To assess relationships between edTPA measures and teacher value-added, we use teachers’ standardized EVAAS estimates (standardized across all teachers in North Carolina and within End-of-Grade/End-of-Course/final exam) and run linear regression models. To examine relationships between edTPA measures and teacher evaluations, we use teachers’ ratings on the five NCEES standards directly assessed by school principals (Leadership, Classroom Environment, Content Knowledge, Facilitating Student Learning, and Reflecting on Practice) and estimate ordered logistic regression models. Each of these analyses controls for a limited set of school characteristics. For these teacher performance measures we estimate three sets of models: (1) Task models for the edTPA Planning, Instruction, and Assessment constructs (identified by factor analysis); (2) Rubric models for each of the 15 edTPA rubrics (entered individually into models); and (3) Summative models for the edTPA total score (standardized) and an indicator if the candidate had a total score of 42 or above. As one limitation, we note that these predictive validity results are for one graduating cohort from one institution—results with additional cohorts and institutions may differ.

---

#### Table 1: Does edTPA measure the instrument’s main teaching tasks?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Task</th>
<th>edTPA Rubric</th>
<th>Factor 1</th>
<th>Factor 2</th>
<th>Factor 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Planning</td>
<td>Planning for Content Understanding</td>
<td>0.788</td>
<td>0.124</td>
<td>-0.131</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Planning to Support Varied Student Learning Needs</td>
<td>0.781</td>
<td>-0.017</td>
<td>0.018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Using Knowledge of Students to Inform Teaching</td>
<td>0.663</td>
<td>-0.008</td>
<td>0.163</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Identifying and Supporting Language Demands</td>
<td>0.718</td>
<td>-0.030</td>
<td>0.101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Planning Assessment to Monitor and Support Student Learning</td>
<td>0.787</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Instruction</td>
<td>Learning Environment</td>
<td>-0.003</td>
<td>0.838</td>
<td>-0.124</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Engaging Students in Learning</td>
<td>0.101</td>
<td>0.740</td>
<td>0.056</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Deepening Student Learning</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>0.779</td>
<td>0.086</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Subject-Specific Pedagogy</td>
<td>-0.051</td>
<td>0.720</td>
<td>0.140</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Analyzing Teacher Effectiveness</td>
<td>0.217</td>
<td>0.120</td>
<td>0.436</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assessment</td>
<td>Analysis of Student Learning</td>
<td>0.135</td>
<td>0.061</td>
<td>0.663</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Providing Feedback to Guide Further Learning</td>
<td>-0.091</td>
<td>0.042</td>
<td>0.803</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Subject Use of Feedback</td>
<td>-0.091</td>
<td>0.002</td>
<td>0.861</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Analyzing Students’ Language Use</td>
<td>0.150</td>
<td>0.031</td>
<td>0.611</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Using Assessment to Inform Instruction</td>
<td>0.161</td>
<td>-0.005</td>
<td>0.684</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cases</td>
<td></td>
<td>2153</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: This table presents factor loadings for the nationally-scored edTPA portfolios from ECU (2013-14 to 2015-16), UNCC (2014-15 and 2015-16), NCSU (2014-15 and 2015-16) and UNCCH (2015-16). All factor loadings greater than 0.40 are bolded.

---

4 Principals can rate teachers at one of five performance levels—not demonstrated, developing, proficient, accomplished, and distinguished. For more information on the NCEES, please see the following: [http://www.ncpublicschools.org/docs/effectiveness-model/ncees/instruments/teach-eval-manual.pdf](http://www.ncpublicschools.org/docs/effectiveness-model/ncees/instruments/teach-eval-manual.pdf)
Overall, Table 2 shows that edTPA scores significantly predict first-year teacher performance. Concerning teacher value-added, the standardized EVAAS column indicates that seven edTPA rubrics predict higher value-added estimates. For example, a one point increase on the Subject-Specific Pedagogy rubric is associated with a 34 percent of a standard deviation increase in teacher effectiveness. Summatively, the standardized total score and having a total score of 42 or greater also predict significantly higher value-added estimates.

Concerning teacher evaluation ratings, the Instruction factor predicts significantly higher ratings on four standards while the Assessment factor predicts higher ratings on two standards. To ease interpretation of these results, we converted the odds ratios to predicted probabilities. For the Facilitating Student Learning standard, beginning teachers whose Instruction factor score is one standard deviation below the mean have a 9.48 percent predicted probability of rating at developing and a 6.75 percent predicted probability of rating at accomplished; by comparison teachers whose Instruction factor score is one standard deviation above the mean have a 2.70 and 21.25 percent predicted probability of rating at developing and accomplished, respectively. Many edTPA rubrics, particularly in the Instruction task, predict significantly higher evaluation ratings. Conceptually, the significant results for the Instruction rubrics on the Facilitating Student Learning standard emphasize the alignment between teacher actions and competencies that comprise this evaluation standard and Instruction task indicators. Lastly, the two summative measures—the standardized total score and scoring at 42 or greater—predict significantly higher evaluation ratings for three teaching standards.
Discussion

Rather than mandate edTPA implementation, the UNC system has taken a measured and supporting role, allowing UNC system institutions to engage with edTPA of their own initiative and encouraging TPPs to collaborate with each other as edTPA spreads throughout the system. Now, edTPA is building momentum in North Carolina, with the UNC Board of Governors recommending the use of valid and reliable candidate performance assessments, some private universities considering its adoption, and the General Assembly and State Board of Education discussing candidate performance assessments as a teacher licensure requirement. Into this context, our policy brief makes several contributions. First, we show that after a few years of implementation, edTPA is becoming fully-immersed into the early-adopting TPPs in North Carolina. Knowing that it takes time for edTPA to become part of the TPP-culture is important to the potential use of edTPA in high-stakes teacher licensure decisions and perhaps, more importantly, to the use of edTPA for evidence-based TPP improvement efforts. Second, portfolio scores indicate that a majority of candidates have an acceptable level of knowledge and skills for beginning teaching. If North Carolina wants to use edTPA scores for teacher licensure decisions, we suggest that the state implement a graduated cut-score. This graduated process will give TPPs without sufficient exposure to edTPA time to fully integrate the instrument into course and fieldwork and better help their candidates succeed. Beyond high-stakes licensure decisions, we also suggest that North Carolina find ways to emphasize the use of edTPA for program improvement. Third, we confirm that national edTPA scores are measuring the instrument’s three main constructs of teaching practice—Planning, Instruction, and Assessment. Lastly, we provide nascent evidence that national edTPA scores predict the value-added estimates and evaluation ratings of first-year teachers. More data is needed here—from additional universities and graduating cohorts—but these results suggest that edTPA is a valid outcome upon which to base candidate licensure and program improvement decisions.

For more research on this topic


---

5For example, on 15 rubric edTPA portfolios, Illinois set an initial cut-score of 35 that is rising to 37, 39, and 41 over successive graduating cohorts.
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